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HIV gene therapy using
GM cells hailed a success,
r

A RADICAL gene therapy to combat HIV
using genetically modified cells that are
resistant to the virus has been declared a

success by scientists following the first
clinical trial.

The treatment, which has never been

tested on humans before, raised patients'
defences against HIV by replacing some
of their natural immune cells with GM
versions.

Tests 9n people enrolled in the trial
found that the diseaseresistant cells

multiplied in their bodies.
Half of patients were taken off their
usual drugs for three months and scien
tists recorded reduced levels of the virus.
Scientists were cautious not to draw

particularly with HIV. We are looking at found out that he had inherited the rare
improving the health and immune func resistance mutation from one parent, but
not the other. "That effectively gave his
tion of people with HIV," he added.
The therapy mimics a rare but natural immune system a head start," Levine said.
mutatiton that makes about 1% of the
As expected, the infusions led to a
population resistant to the most com rapid rise in the number of immune cells
mon strains of HIV. To infect cells, the circulating in the patients, but the num
virus must latch on to proteins that poke ber of modified cells fell bver J:ime, halv
up from the surfaces of the cells/But peo ing roughly once every year. But in
ple with the mutation lack the right pro patients taken off their drugs, the modi
tein, called CCR5, so HIV cannot get fied cells fared better than their natural
inside their immune cells. The trial cen immune cells., presumably because they
tred on 10 men and twowomen, aged 31 were more resistant to the virus. Some of
to 54. All were HIV positive, and had beta the modified cells have lasted for several
diagnosed between three and 23 years years. The trial has been running since
2009. All of the participants in the trial
ago.
The scientists began by collecting are now back on antiretroviral drugs.

strong conclusions from the small scale white blood cells from each of tlie HIV
trial, which was designed to assess the patients. They'then used a procedure
safety of the therapy, but the early signs called gene editing to modify the cells, so
that they carried the rare mutation that
have raised their hopes.
"We are absolutely encouraged by makes people resistant to HIV. Finally,
these results," said Bruce Levine, who they multiplied these cells in the lab and
helped to run the trial with a colleague, infused a batch of 10 billion back into
Carl JuAe, at the University of each patient.
At the start of the trial, all of the
Pennsylvania. "This is potentially a new
patients were on standard antiretroviral
therapy for HIV."
A few shots of modified immune cells, therapy. But after infusing them with
or perhaps even one large infusion, could modified immune cells, six were taken off
become an alternative for HIV patients
their usual drugs. As expected, the
who currently face spending the rest of amount of HIV virus in their bodies
their lives on antiretroviral drugs. But
began to rise. But as the freshlyinjected
Levine said any improvement in the immune cells multiplied and circulated,
patients' health would be welcome, even they pushed levels of the virus back down
if the therapy had . to be used alongside again.
existing treatments.
Two of the patients were put back on
"People diagnosed in their 20s are on their usual drugs early, because their HIV
antiretroviral therapy for the rest of their came back very quickly. But the remain
lives. There are side effects. People miss
ing four showed improvements. In one
days. And there is drugresistance. This is patient, levels of HIV fell so low they
a continuing problem," he said. "Cure is a could not be detected. The scientists later
four letter word. We don't like to use it,

Scientists have been excited about the

prospect of genetically modifying
patients' immune cells to make them
resistant to disease since doctors effec

tively cured an HIV patient in 2008.
Timothy Brown, also known as the Berlin
patient, had a bone marrow transplant to
treat 'his leukaemia. Spotting their
chance to treat both conditions, his doc
tors found a donor who carried the rare
mutation that , made their immune cells
resistant to HIV. Immune cells are made

in the bone marrow. Since the operation,
Brown has had no detectable level of HIV

in his body and no longer takes antiHIV
drugs.
Bone marrow transplants are risky
operations and cannot be given to every
one with HIV. But modifying patients'

iijimune cells might be the next best
thing. One shortcoming of the latest
therapy is that the patients still make
normal immune cells, which can and will
be infected by the HIV virus.
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Scientists were cautious not to draw

strong conclusiohs from the small scale
trial, which was designed to assess the
safety of the therapy, but the early signs
have raised their hopes.

